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I. INTRODUCTION

. This manual has been prepared to cover the procedures applicable to

sampling and testing of hollow concrete masonry units. Sampling and

testing procedures follow the guidelines of ASTM C140-75, "S4mpling and

Testing Concrete Masonry Units."

II. SAMPLINC EQUIPMEhT

Core Drill with 20 in hollow barrel, and water feed

Concrete Anchors and Anchor Plate

Hand Held Concrete Drill

Concrete Drill Bits

Power Cords

III. WALL SELECTION

Walls will be selected for testing by the Owner in cooperation with

WJE and according to the following criteria:
.

1. Unicueness of walls - Walls will be selected to represent, as

well as possible, all unique situations existing for each type

of wall required to be tested.

2. Ease of access - Where walls og a type to be tested exist in

two or more locations in the plant, the walls located in the

lowest radiation area, or easiest access area, will be chosen

for sampling.
.

IV. REMOVING OF SAMPLES

1. Locate a full concrete block to be removed.

2. Select the locations for 3 anchors (one through bolt and two

expansiave anchors), approximately 16 in. from the center of

the core to be used as supports for the core drill, allowing

the barrel to encircle the entire block to be removed, and

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 22, 1982 REVISICN: 6 PACE 2 of 9 g)
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ensuring the axis of the barrel is. perpendicular to the wall.

3. Drill the anchor holes and set the anchors according to the

anchor specifications at the locations selected.

4. Mount the core rig on the anchers.

5. Core to a depth of 2 to 4 in, beyond the back face of the block

to be removed, and remove the core barrel from the wall.

6. Pry the edge of the sample to break the bond between the block

and the collar joint.
'

7. Remove the entire 20 in. diameter core.

8. Inspect the sample for cracks. If any cracks or significant

damage . exist, another sample must be taken. When an

*

, acceptable sample has been taken, piece it and the mortar
i

~

samples taken at that location in its shipping crate for.
-

transportation to the testing laboratory.

9. Mark the sample with itr wall location, sample number and

i
date.t

!
'

10. Disassemble all equipment and clean up.

| V. TESTING OF SAMPLES

Samples will be transported to WJE's laboratory, and tested in

accordance following procedure and ASTM C140-75, " Sampling and Testing

concrete Masonry Units", Sections 6-15. AST11 C140-75 is contained in the
I
| Appendix. Mortar samples will be taken from each test location, and sent
!

to Erlin, Hime Associates Inc. for classication of type, in accordance

with OP-47.
.

.

!

!
!
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VI. APPARATUS

6.1. Testing Machine - The testing machine shall conform to the

requirements prescribed in Methods E4, Verification of Testing Mschines.

The machine shall be equipped with two steel bearing blocks (Note 1) one

of which is a spherically seated block that will transmit load to the

upper surface of the masonry specimen, and the other a plane rigid block

on which the specimen will rest. When the bearing area of the steel

blocks is not sufficient to cover the bearing area of the masonry

specimen, steel bearing plates meeting the requirements of 6.2 shall be

placed between the bearing blocks and the capped specimen after the

centroid of the assonry bearing surf ace has been altaned with the center

of thrust of the bearing blocka (see 9.1).

Note 1 - It is desirable that the bearing faces of blocks and plates

used for compression testing of concrete masonry have a Rockwell

hardness' of not less than HRC 60 (BHN 620).

.6.2. Steel Bearing Blocks and Plates - The surfaces of the steel

bearing blocks and plates shall not depart from a plane by more than

0.001 in. (0.025 mm) in any 6 in. (152.4 mm) dimension. The center of

the sphere of the spherically seated upper bearing block shall coincide

with the center of its bearing f ace. If a bearing plate is used, the

center of the sphere of the spherically seated bearing block shall lie on

a line ' passing vertically through the centreid of the specimen bearing

face. The spherically stated bicek shall be held closely in its seat,

but shall be free to turn in any direction. The diameter of the face of

the bearing blocks shall be at least 6 in. When steel plates are
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employed between the steel bearing blocks and the masonry specimen (see

9.1), the plates shall have a thickness equal to at least one-third of

the distance from the edge of the bearing block to the most distant

corner of the specimen. In no case shall the plate thickness be less

than 1/2 in. (12.7 sus) .

VII. TEST SPECIMENS
.

7.1. Specimens will be tested within 72 hours af ter delivery to the
!

laboratory, during which time they shall be stored continuously in

normal room air.

7.2. Units of unusual size, shape, or; strength may be sawed into

segments, some or all cf which shall be tested individually in the same

manner as prescribed for full-size units. The strength of the full-size

units shall be considered as that which is calculated frem the average

measured. strength of the segments.

VIII. CAPPING TEST FPECIMENS4

8.1. Cap bearing surfaces of units will be in accord with the

following procedure for capping with sulfur and grar.ular materials.

Spread evenly on a nonabsorbent surface that has been lightly coated with

oil (Note 2), proprietary or laboratory prepared mixture of 40 to 60

weight % sulfur, the remainder being ground fire clay or other suitable
|
'

inert material passing a No. 100 ' (150- m) sieve, with or without a

plasticier. Heat the sulfur mixture in a thermostatically controlled

j heating pot to a temperature sufficient to maintain fluidity for a

reasonable period of time af ter contact with the capping surface. Take

care to prevent over-heating, and stir the liquid in the pot just before

The capping surface shall be plane within 0.003 in., (0.08 mm) inuse.

16 in. (406.4 aus) and shall be sufficiently rigid and so supported as not

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 22, 1982 REVISION: 6 PAGE ! of 9
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to be measurably deflected during the capping operation. Place four

1.in. (25 mm) square steel bars on the surface plate to form a

rectangular mold approximately 1/2 in. (12.7 nsa) greater in either

inside dimension than the masonry unit. Fill the mold to a derpth of

1/4 in. (6.4 nun) with ruolten sulfur material. Bring the surface of the
,

unit to be capped quickly into contact with the liquid, and insert the

specimen, holding it so that its axis is at right angles to the surface

of the capping liquid. Allow the unit to remain undisturbed until

solidification is complete. Allow the caps to cool for a minimum of 2

hours before testing the specimens. Fatching of caps shall not be'

permitted. Remove imperfect caps and replace with new ones.

Note 2 - The use of oil on capping plates may be omitted if it is

'found that plate and unit can be separated without damaging the cap.

IX. PROCEDURE'

| 9.1. Position of Specimens - Test specimens with the centroid of
I ,

; their bearing surfaces aligned vertically with the center of thrust of

i

the spherically seated steel bearing block of the testing machine
,

i
'

(Note 3). Except for special units intended for use with their cores in

!

a horizontal direction, test all hollow concretemasonry units with their

I cores in a vertical direction. Test masonry units that are 100% solid

and special hollow units intended for use with their hollow cores in a

horizontal direction as in service.

. Note 3 - For homogeneous materials, the centroid of the bearing

surface can be considered to be veritcally above the center of gravity of

the masonry unit,

9.2. Speed of Testing Apply the load up to one-half of the-

j

l
' expected maximum load at any convenient rate, af ter which adjust the

|
; EFFECTIVE DATE: July 22, 1982 REVISION: 6 PACE 6 of 9
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controls of the machine as required'to give a unif
the moving head such that the remaining l orm rate of travel of

1 nor more than 2 min.
osd is applied in not less than

;

1.
CALCULATIONS AND REPORT

j 10.1. Take the couvressive strength of a con
the maximum load crete masonry unit

in pounda-force (or newtons) divided by the gross
as

cross-sectional
area of the unit in aguare inches (or

.

millimeters). square
The gross area of a unit

perpendicular to the direction of the loadis the tctal area of a section
, inclui ing areas within cells

and within re-entrant spaces unless these sp
the assonry by portions of adjacent mason

aces ete to be occupied in
~

.' ry.

10.2. Where a minimum compressive strength on th
as well sa en the gross area is specified

e average net area

, calculate the maximua load in
pounds-force (or newtons) divided by the average
the report. met area and include in

10.3. Net Area - Calculate the average perc
unit as follows (Note 4):

entage of net area of the
.

Average net ares, X = (A/B a 100)

Net volume (A), ft * C/D
Cross volume (1), ft

= (W x H a L)/1728

3 (D) * (C/(E - F)) x 62 4!
weight /ft

.

where:

A = net volume of unit, ft .

B = gross volume of unit, it! ,

t

C = dry weight of unit, Ib,
D = density, Ib/ft

,

W = width of unit, in.,

EITECTIVE DATE: July 22,1982
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H = height of unit, in.,

L = '. length of unit , i n .' , -

E = wet weight of unit, Ib, and

F = suspended immersed weight of unit, Ib.

Note 4 - Net area calculations are based on values obtained in the

absorption and unit weight tests, Sections XI through XIV.

10.4. Report the results to the nearest 10 psi (69 kPa) separately

for each unit and as the average for the three units.

ABSORPTION TEST

XI. APPARATUS

The balance used shall be sensitive to within 0.5% of the weight of

the smallest specimen tested.

XII. TEST SPECIMENS
i

Tkree full-size units shall be used.

XIII. PROCEDURE
J

Saturation - Immerse the test specimen; in w:tcr at rocs

| tempers ture at 60 to 80 F (15.6 to 26.7*C) for 24 h. k'eigh the specimens

whil'e . suspended by a metal wire and completely submerged in water.
;

Remove from the water and allow to drain for 1 min by placing them on a

3/8 in) , (9.5 mm) or coarser wire mesh, removing visible surface water

with a : damp cloth, and immediately weigh.
'

'

i.

Di,*ying Subsequent to saturation, dry all specimens in a-

ventilated oven at 212 to 239 F (100 to 115 c) for not less than' 24 hours

and until two successive weighings at intervals of 2 h show an increment
,

| ' of loss not greater than 0.2% of the last previously determined weight of
|

'

i the spicimen.
; 8

,
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XIV. _ CALCULATIONS AND REPORT

Absorption - Calculate the absorption as follows: .

Absorption, Ib/ft = ( A-B)/( A-C) x 52.4

Absorption, % = (A-B)/B) x 100

where:

A = vet weight of unit, Ib,

B = dry weight of unit, Ib, and

C = suspended immersed weight of unit, Ib.

Moisture Content - Calculate the as-sampled moisture content as-

follows: :

Moisture content, %

= (A-B)/(C-B) x 100

where:

A = sampled weight of unit, Ib,

B .= dry weight of unit, Ib, and
,

C = wet weight of unit, Ib

Report - Report all res its separately for each unit and as the

average for the three units.

MEASUREMZhT OF DIMENSIONS

6'XV. APPARATUS

15.1. Measure over-all dimensions with a steeel scale graduated in

1/32-in. (or 1 tem) divisions. Face-shell and web thicknesses shall be

measured with a caliper rule graduated in 1/64-in. (or 0.5-tsn) divisions

and having parallel jaws not less than 1/2 in. (12.7 mm) nor more than 1

in. (25.4 ass) in length,
i

.
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Standard Methods of

SAMPLING AND TESTING CONCRETE M AGONRY!

. [*f:UUNITS 2 -

.

*
This Standed is 4sved weder she f;.ed des;snanen C ta0. it e a.mties immed;aiet

lau e ars.t eat a c;>i.en er, en it.: ease er seinica, she pas or tasi ne.ision. A n.,3 rane.;ng the den:r.aaisee iad eai,i si,sese er at rNe in pareaikenes baies the peae er
. t.

.

1. Scope strength iests on!) are required.

I.I These methods co.cr the sampling snd 5. Identification
testing of coricrete maonty units for com-
pressise strength, absorption, weight, mois. 5.1 Nf ark each specimen so that it may be
sure content, and dimensions, identif;cd at any time. Starkings shall coser

not more than 5 '". of the npcrGdal area
2. Dennitions of the specimert

2.1 For definitions of terms listed in these 5.2 Weigh units for moisture content tests

meihods. refer to Definitions E 6. Terrns Re- immediately after sarnpling and marking.

lating to hfethods of Mechanical TesGrf * CO%11'RLSSIVE STRESGTH

S etPLING 6. Apparatus

3. Selection of Test Specimens 6.1 Testing .tfachine-The iesting machine

3.1 For purposes of test, full size concrete b'" '""I*'" '* 'I'' "9"I''**"'' F'"' M .
'" ' ' ' ' 'r scanon of Testing

masonry units shall be selected by the pur- '

ac es e mach.ine shall be eqw, ppd
chaser or by his authorized representative. ,

sicel g Moch Ate O one d j
is a s@@crically scated block that mill jSpecimens shall be representatise of the whole '''h I'.

.

* c
tot of units from which they are selected. If*

load to the upper surface of thetransmit
test specimens are selected at the work site. mas nry specimen, and the other a plane rigid
units for moisture content tests shall be pro- block on which the specimen will rest. When
lected by the purchaser from rain and other the bearing area of the sicci blocks is not suf-
moisture after delisery until time of test. ficient to coser the bearing area of the ma--

sonry specimen, steel bearing plates rnceting
4. Lmber of Specimens the requirements of 6.2 shall be placed be-

4.1 For the strength, absorption, and mois. tween the bearing blocks and the capped sper-
ture con:ent determinations 6 units shall be imen after the centroid of the masonry
selected from each lot of to 000 units or frac. bearing surface has been aligned with the
tion thereof and 12 units from each lot of center of thrust of the bearing blocks (sec 9.1)*

more than 10 000 and less than 100 000 Note I-li is desirable that the bearir.g faces ef
.

units. For lots of more than 100 000 units 6 blocks and plates used for compression iesting si
units shall be selected from each 50 000 units i 7 3,,, ,, g,,, ,,, ,,,,, g g.,, , ,5y,

or fraction thereof contained in the lot. Addi- commme, c.ts ce Ma .raci..es u aar.ry unii. d am

tional specirrens may be taken at the discre. ibe dierei responi;inbiy ors.ticomm,iiee c ts c2 en cencer

tion of the puechaser. %5,*" TafeMer, ed s .e 3. im. p.iit..W,

4.2 The number of specimens prescribed in ^*r=$5 t'M. O'iriaati> r.bhiked en c 140 - 3: T. Les
p,e . ed.i.on c iao . io.

s...es s,ea ef asru s..w,. pani. io ..d n4.1 may be reduced by one ha?f where e

98

.
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e rsoe masents base a Roen ell haedness of not fluidity for a reasonable period of time after
is s ehan HRC e0 (BHN W0k contact mith the capping surface. Take care -.

6.2 Sseef Assiing Slec14 and Moses-The to prevent oier. heating, and stir the liquid
serfaccs of the steel bearing blocks and plates in the pot just before use. The capping sur.
shas not depart from a plane by more than face shall be plane within 0 003 in.. (0.08 mm)
0.001 is.10.025 mm) in any 6 in. (152.4.mm) in 16 in. (406.4 mm) and shall be suffi-

ciently rigid and so ' upported ,as not to bcdimension. The center of the sphere of the s

spherically seated upper bearing block shall measurably deflected during the capping opera.
;
' celacide with the center of its bearing face. If tion. Place four I-in. (25.mm) square sicci

a bearing plate is used. the center of the bars on the surface plate to form a rectang.
sphere of Ibe spherically seated bearing block ular mold approximately M in. (12.7 mm)
shall lie on . Sne passing sertically through greater in either inside dimension than the

,

l the centsold of the specimen bearing face. The masosry unit. Fill the mold to a depth of
spherically wated block shall be held closely % in. (6.4 mm) with molten sulfur material.

j is its seat, but shall be face to turn in any Sting the surface of the unit to be capped
dirce ion. The diameter of the face of tha quickly into contact with the liquid, and inserti

bearieg blocks shall be at least '6 in. When the specimen, holding it so that its axis is at
sicci plates are employed between the sicel right apgles to the surface of the capping

,

learing blocks and O.e masonry specimen (see liquid. Allow the unit to remain undisturbed!

9.1,. the plates shall hase a thickness equal to until solidification is complete. Allcw the caps
at Icast one third of the distance from the to cool for a minimum of 2 h before testing
edge of the bearing block to the most distant the spcimens. Patching of caps shall not be

';4

*

corner of the specimen In no case shall the permitted. Remove imp.crfect caps and re-
plate thickness be less than % in. (12.7 mm). place with new ones. , ,,

Note 2-The use of oil on espring ptates may7. Test Specimens be cmined if it is (cond that plate and unit can be
7.1 Three full.s.ize units shall be tested mith.in s,pa,sied =hhout damaging the cap. -

*,

72 h after deliiery to the laboratory, during 8.l.2 C psum Master Uapping-Spread|. J
.hich time they shall be stored continuously evenly on a nonabsorbcnt surface that has'

i

h is normal room ait. been lightly coated with oil (Note 2) a neat |
i 7.2 Units of unusual size, shape, or

Pasic of special high-strength plaster (Note 3) j
strength may be samed into ugments, some and mater. Such gypsum plaster, when gauged ,'or as of which shall be tested individually is mith mater at the capping consistency, shall
tie sarne manner as prescribed for full.siac are a c rnpren e strength at a 2-h age off i

units. The strength of the full size units shall not less I an psi (24J Wa) when tested
k ccasidered as that which is calculated from

plate sha!! conform to the requ.' "3
'"'I'**"' ""' '" *) * " * * *

the average measured strength of the ses- irements de-

.
suibed in 8.1.1. Bring the surface of the unit

L CappingTest Specimens so be capped into contact whh the capping
P,aste; firmly press dom-r the specimen mith a

8.I Cap bearing surfaces of units by one of single motion, holding it so that its axis as at
, ,

the f& ming methodc right angles to the capping surface. The aver-
8.1.1 Sut/me end Cresulac Merecials- ase thickness of the cap shall be not more

Spread evenly on a nonAorbent surface that than to in. (3.2 mm). Patching of caps shall
has beca lightly coated with oil (Note 2), "*" P'"" - ** * * **E*'I*" **P'

and replace m!'h new ones. Age the caps forp'eprietary or laboratory prepared mistures
at

of 4C to 40 meigh6 T. sulfur, the remainder
.'I**** '''''''*8E*'P**I**"'8

being pound fire clay or other suitable inert
material passing a No. 100 (150.,em) sieve. Note b.The fotio. ins two piasters are consid.

mith or without a plasticiter. Heat the sulfur '.'al so be in t,his class #. cation. "H drostone" and3
rocal %hise." Other plasiers shovid not bei

.

3

.

unless sho n by test to meet the sisergth re-|i ' misture en a thermostaticall controIIed heating u
pet to a temperature sufficient to maintain quisement.

.

M.

.

il~

,__

.

|
!
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9.Pricedure A . net iolume of unit. IP.
9.1 fostrion of Specimens-Test specimens # * 8 ''" ' 'I" * * 'I " "I'' I' **

'"

with the cenisoid of their bearing surfaces C = dry ucisht,of unit. lb,
aligned scrtically with the center of thrust of D - density. Ib/ft*,
the sphericall) seated sicel bearing bleek of W = width of unit. in..

# * h'iah' *I ""I'
I"..*

the testing machine (Noic 4). Escept for spc. IE - 1ength of unit,incial urnits intended for use with their cores in a
horizontal direction, test all hollow concrete E = met weight of unit. lb, and
masonry units siih their cores in a scrtical T = suspended immersed weight of unit.lb.
direction. Test masonry units that are 100 Notr $-Net area esteutations are based os
% solid and special ho!!om units intended salves obia'ned in the absorption and unit meigni

tesis. Sections tI through I4.
for use u-ith the.ir hollow cores in a hor.i-
aontal direct on in the same direction as in 10.4 Report the results to the nearest toi

scrdce. psi (69 LPa) separately for each unit and as

Note 4-For horno encous materials. the cen- the aserage for the three units,
troid of the bearing si rface can be considered to be
senicatty aboie she center of genity of the ma. AM"NN,

sonry unit.
II. Apparatus

9.2 Speed of Testing-Arply the load up to
e stance used shall be sensitne to

.

."1one half of the espected masimum load at me|n 5 % of Ge weigM of Ge smanessany consenient rate, after which adjust the
conesols of the machine as required to gise a specimen tasted,
uniform ta' te of trasel of the mosing head 12. Test Specimens
such that the remairiint oad is applied in notl

123 Three fu4s.ac units shall be used.
.

less than 1 not more than 2 min.

10. Calculations and Report 13. Procedure

10.1 Take the compressise strength of a 13.1 S3rurofion-frnmerse the test speci.
concrete masonry unit as the masimum load mer's in water at ree n temperature at 60 to
in ro ands force (or nemtons) disided by the 80'F (15.6 to 26.7'C) for 24 h. Weigh the
gross ; eross section.1 area of the unit in specimens uhile suspended by a metal mire
square inches (or square millimetres). The and compleiety submerged in mater. Remote
gross trea of a unit is the total area of a seeiion from the water and allow Io drain for i mia

- perperdicular to the direction of the load. in. by placing them on a 3s in. (9.5 mm) or
cludirq areas withir. cells and within re entrant coarser wire mesh, removing sisible surface
spaces unless these spaces are to be occi. pied mater with a damp cloth, and immediately
in the; masonry by portions of adjacent ma. weigh.
sonry. 13.2 Drying-Subsequent to saturation.

10.2 Where a minimum compressive dry all 4pecimens in a sentitated esen at 212
strergth on the aserage net area as well as on to 239'T (100 to II5'C) for not less than 24 h
the gross area is spee fied, calculate the maa. and until tuo su cessisc weighings at inter.als

imum load in pounds force (or newtons) of 2 h show an increment of loss not greater
disided by the average net area and include than 0.2 % of the last previously determined
in the report. meight of the specimen.

10.3 Nei sfrea-Calculate the aserage per- 14. Calculations and Report
centage of net area of the unit as follow's 14.1 Absorpsion-Calculate the absorption

te 4 . ,$ po,jo, $
Aserage met area.% (A/#) x 100 Absorption, tb/ft' * [(A - 81/(A - Cy y 62 8

Net votume (A L ft' . C/D Absorpison % - [(A - 8)/A] x 100
Gross ietume (A), fte . g ss' x # x g1/1728 , g ,,.

Weight /ft'(D) = (C/(f - F)! x 62.4 A - wet weight of unit.Ib.
u here: A - dry weight of unit. Ib. and

100

i

, ,-
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h C 140
Ce suspended immersed scight of wait.Ib. nevnes of face shells and schs.

14.2 Afelsrver Conscas-Cakulate the as. Nott 6-The seine spreimeas may be insed in
enher setas.sampled meistute content as follows:
17. Measurements and Report

blei asee consees.% * * AMC" MI'' ''' 17.1 Read individual measurements of the
dimensions of each unit to the nearest divisiesdere:

Ae sampled meight of omit.Ib. of the scale or estiper and record the sierage.

Ae dry utight of unit.Ib. and . , 17.2 Measure kog;h (L) en the longito.
C . set seight of i; sit.Ib. dinal center line of each facs, "=idth (W)

143 Arport-Report all results separately across the top and botion bearing sarfaces at
for each unit and as the average for the thras midlength, and height (#) en both faces at

midlength. Messene face shell (/$r) and wb
enits. "'''** *t the tManest point eM

blE45UREnIENT OF DlhilW510NE such eternent %.in. (12.7 mm) above the
mortar. bed planc. Where opposite face shells

ti. Apparases difice in thickness by less than % in. (3.2 mm),
15.1 bicasure over.all dimensions mith a

***'*8' 'h''' **asurements. feuegard sash
sieel scale graduated in %rin. (or I.mm) diri. grooms. dumm3 soints, and samdar detaus 'n

.
i

siens. Face shell and web thicknenes shall be the measurements.
menured eith a caliper rule gradested in L. 17J m report shall A. A antage'

in. (or 0.5.mm) divisions and having parallel kagth, wWik, og Vrght of each specimen.
jams not less than % in. (12.7 mm) not more and the minimum face shen and web tWh.
than I in. (25.4 mm) in length. ness and the equivalent =cb thicLeens as as.

| aserage for the three specimens.
1 16. Specimens

Nets 7-Egoivalces eeb shdness (in inches per

for leagth. u.vT-site units shall be measuredE,emer foot of speomen) es equal to the som of the16.5 Thsee f
, ,,,,,ed thienness or as eehe in the unis muhkndth. and height Cored units

shall also be measured for minimum thick- died by 12 and donded by abc length of the saa.

Tbr Aarrerse Sorarry for Tassong med Meerrents seLes se pensu<en eenpresM ehr mor hur af any power nebts es>*rud
.

a

de senarrase muA esp aren mieu.ard en see aseedend C/sers gram seanderdose espeenst ad*ssed see, drerra.nosano gaarf

seI<d.op of eep soth pe ret e.gbu. eed abr rol dedronscaneer gserb eqhe.e essenr3 shee ese respeenodary.

Tse sonderd de a 6 jeer se ers man er any amme by she eeA ser&eiret seenseleer end suas er *** weed twr) fee

years e=# ( ser se.ased, esaar eeypre.ed er mehee a Year esmeeseu er eeuwd en&srfor treinem af she meadeed er
far atta. nee! monde ds and she.W at ad& sand se ASTM predgemeiers Four sammeau edsererer serrfer sees.derause
er e enerweg af she erpees.3Jr ersteaselsemensaae *Asr4 pas mej enwed gyeefset aberpeer scenensers now see seree.ed
ofee heerungJoe skeeld emeLe yo.e oir s Lee.o se she ASTM Caemmener em Sneederds.1914 Aere St. PhaedryAnn. Pa
1010L shn6 oO athed ir e foreke heorang regard.eg jew rennemenss Teamg amagreeuen aanre. Joe eme) appnet se abr
ASTM Board g Derraes
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